Monolayer Transition Metal Dichalcogenides (TMDS) are highly luminescent materials despite being sub-nanometer thick due to the ultra-short (< 1 ps) radiative lifetime of the strongly bound bright excitons hosted by these materials. The intrinsically short radiative lifetime results in a large broadening in the exciton band with a magnitude that is about two orders greater than the spread of the light cone itself. The situation calls for a need to revisit the conventional light cone picture. We present a modified light cone concept which places the light line ( cQ) as the generalized lower bound for allowed radiative recombination.
INTRODUCTION
Monolayers of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs, for example, MoS 2 , MoSe 2 , WS 2 and WSe 2 ) host a unique class of strongly bound two-dimensional excitons [1] [2] [3] with a large binding energy of about 500 meV [1, [4] [5] [6] . This has attracted significant interest from the researchers, and a wide variety of excitonic complexes and their manipulations have been reported in the recent past [7] [8] [9] . Interestingly, these excitons exhibit ultra-short radiative lifetime (τ r < 1 ps) [10] [11] [12] [13] , which is orders of magnitude shorter than that of conventional semiconducting light emitters including III-V semiconductors like GaAs, InGaAs [14] [15] [16] , II-VI semiconductors like CdSe and their quantum dots [16] [17] [18] , organic semiconductors [19] and carbon nanotube [20] [21] [22] . Such a fast radiative-decay manifests as strong photoluminescence [23, 24] and electroluminescence [25, 26] exhibited by the monolayers of these materials.
This makes these ultra-thin, flexible, photo-active crystalline sheets an excellent candidate for a plethora of light emitting applications. A deep insight into the fundamental limits of the radiative excitonic decay in these materials is thus essential to exploit the full potential of the short-lived excitons.
One inevitable consequence of the ultra-short radiative lifetime is the large homogeneous broadening (of about 1-2 meV) of the excitonic states due to Heisenberg's uncertainty principle. This broadening is more than two orders of magnitude larger than the total energy extent of the conventional light cone in the exciton band structure. This suggests a need to revisit our understanding of light cone in such systems. In this work, we propose a generalization of the light cone picture to address two fundamental homogeneous broadening mechanisms that determine the lowest achievable excitonic emission linewidth in an experiment, namely: (1) radiative broadening due to ultrashort spontaneous emission lifetime and (2) non-radiative broadening due to zero-point energy of phonons. To address these limiting scenarios, we use a combination of theory and temperature dependent photoluminescence data from high quality monolayer MoSe 2 samples. The limits, as imposed by the aforementioned governing mechanisms on the homogeneous linewidth are estimated to be Γ hom,R = 1.54 ± 0.17 meV and Γ N R (T = 0) ≈ 0.27 meV respectively. This is obtained using a self-consistent approach, that correlates the microscopic exciton band broadening with the experimental data.
REVISITING THE CONCEPT OF LIGHT CONE FOR EXCITONS IN MONOLAYER TMDS
The radiative linewidth of 1s exciton photoluminescence peak in monolayer TMDs has been reported to be on the order of 1-2 meV [27] [28] [29] -a manifestation of fast spontaneous radiative recombination. It is instructive to include this radiative lifetime induced large fundamental broadening of the excitonic states and also contributions from other dephasing mechanisms within the existing light cone understanding.
The idea of the conventional light cone in the case of infinite exciton lifetime is the following: For the monolayers of Mo based materials, we only consider contribution from the spin allowed bright transition between the topmost valence band v and the lowermost conduction band c and the around the K, K points in the Brillouin zone (see Figure 1a) . We solve the two-particle exciton Hamiltonian in the Bethe-Salpeter (BS) formalism to obtain the exciton band dispersion with the centre of mass (COM) momentum Q = k e + k h [30, 31] . The state |Ψ s (Q) , which denotes an exciton state occupying band s at a characteristic momentum Q, can be expanded in the basis of single electron and hole states in the reciprocal space as
The lowest energy A 0 1s exciton band is schematically illustrated in Figure 1b . On zooming we get Figure 1c , showing that only a small fraction of the states in the band are radiatively bright; the demarcation between the allowed and prohibited states for radiative recombination is determined by the light cone boundary Q 0 (Q 0 : E 1s (Q 0 ) = cQ 0 ). Owing to the energy and in-plane momentum conservation between the recombining exciton and the emitted photon, the states lying at Q > Q 0 are radiatively dark, as the out-of-plane component of the momentum of the emitted photons by these excitonic states ceases to be a real value.
The energy extent of the light cone is roughly given by ∆E = 2 Q 2 0 /2m ex ∼ 4 µeV ( Figure  1c ) ( is the reduced Planck constant and m ex is the exciton mass), which is almost two orders of magnitude smaller than the exciton linewidth closest to the homogeneous limit as reported by Cadiz et al. [28] and Ajayi et al. [27] . This mismatch is schematically illustrated in Figure 1d , where the large broadening of the discrete exciton states in the dispersion curve is explicitly shown. This is in stark contrast with Figure 1c which is valid only when the exciton lifetime is very large. The light cone determined radiative boundary now undergoes a modification due to exciton state broadening, extending beyond Q 0 . An exciton of energy E ex (Q) emits a photon with out-of-plane component of momentum
, which is a real quantity provided E ex (Q) ≥ cQ. Hence, the photon dispersion due to its in-plane momentum cQ (light line) is the lower bound energy for allowed radiative transition of excitons at Q . Figure 1d is a general light cone diagram in TMDs, in which a non-zero fraction of states at Q > Q 0 are radiatively active depending on the extent of the broadening, which are otherwise assumed to be forbidden for the conventional light cone in Figure 1c .
EXPERIMENT
We mechanically exfoliate monolayers of MoSe 2 on a clean Si substrate covered with 285 nm thick SiO 2 . Photoluminescence measurement is carried out by varying the sample temperature from 3.2 K to 220 K. The pressure of the sample chamber is kept below 10 −4 torr at all measurement temperatures.
A temperature dependent plot of the acquired spectra upon illumination with a cw laser of wavelength 633 nm is shown in Figure 2a . The optical power density on the sample is kept below 50 µW/µm 2 to avoid any laser induced heating effect. The two conspicuous peaks correspond to the neutral exciton A 0 1s and the charged trion A T 1s . The A 0 1s peak is fitted with a Voigt function and its constituent Lorentzian component obtained upon deconvolution is the homogeneous part of the total broadening [11, 28] . An example is shown in Figure 2b where the experimental data (in symbols) is the acquired spectrum at 3. When compared with previous experimental data [27, 28] and theoretical calculations [32] , it is evident that our lowest obtained 1.92 meV homogeneous linewidth is predominantly due to radiative population decay of the excitons. We further affirm this assertion by calculating the photoluminescence spectrum for the limiting case of broadening purely because of fundamental radiative lifetime (as explained later), which has a spectral linewidth (2Γ hom,R ) of 1.54 meV, as shown in Figure 2b (in green).
SELF-CONSISTENT METHODOLGY TO SEGREGATE RADIATIVE AND NON-RADIATIVE LINEWIDTH COMPONENTS
The aim of this section is to segregate the radiative and non-radiative components of the homogeneous exciton linewidth, given an experimentally obtained photoluminescence spectrum. Previous works have reported calculation of radiative lifetime of A 0 1s exciton assuming zero [33, 34] and finite [13] energy broadening in the exciton band. We shall prove in the following text that in order to obtain the fundamental limits in question, it is important to take into account both the radiative and the non-radiative broadening mechanisms. To achieve this, we propose a self-consistent framework for the calculation of the radiative lifetime of excitons in TMDs. We take Γ(Q) = Γ R (Q) + Γ N R , where Γ R (Q) and Γ N R are induced by radiative population decay and non-radiative dephasing respectively at a given Q. Note that we assume Γ N R to be independent of Q. Γ R (Q) (and hence the exciton radiative lifetime τ R (Q) ) is then given by:
Here η 0 is the free space impedance and the function χ ex (Q) is obtained by integrating the quantity [35] , where P vc,Q (k) is the momentum matrix element between |v, k and |c, k + Q [36] . The quasiparticle bandstructure for monolayer MoSe 2 is obtained using the Lowdin Hamiltonian [37, 38] . Details of the Hamiltonian, BS equation and calculation of |χ ex (Q)| 2 are provided in the Supporting Note 1. The right panel of Figure 1d is a cartoon plot of the decay rate of excitons with energy at different Q points. We define I 1s cal as the calculated homogeneous output of the spontaneous emission from the 1s excitons as would be obtained in a PL experiment:
We work in the mathematical framework of equations (2) and (3) cal linewidth (2Γ hom,cal ) with 2Γ hom,exp . In summary, the left block ensures matching of experimental data with the calculated linewidth and the right block takes into account the necessary self-consistency of equation (2) at a given value of Γ N R .
DISCUSSIONS

Fundamental Limit of Radiative Linewidth
The self consistent nature of equation (2) becomes more important when Γ R (Q) is comparable or larger than Γ N R . This is precisely the case for monolayer TMDs at low temperature and at low excitation density. In the limiting case of Γ N R Γ R (Q), we can solve for Γ R (Q) independently from equation (2) . This leads to a fundamental homogeneous emission linewidth of 1.54 ± 0.17 meV as shown by the green line in Figure 2b . This shows that the exciton Hamiltonian is sufficiently non-Hermitian due to the fast exciton radiative decay [39] , thereby validating the need for such self-consistent approach for determining the exciton radiative lifetime even in the absence of any non-radiative scattering process.
The error bar takes into account a ±5% variation in the Lowdin Hamiltonian parameters and sensitivity of k space griding in calculating |χ ex (Q)| 2 [40] . Note that the technique is an extremely powerful tool to obtain the fundamental radiative linewidth as it does not require any broadening to be introduced 'by hand', as is usually done in most calculations, rather it self-consistently takes care of the radiative component of the homogeneous broadening.
The variation in Γ hom as a function of the extracted Γ N R at each temperature using the proposed algorithm is plotted in Figure 3a . The data points track closely a reference line of slope ∼ 0.98 as shown in the figure, thus affirming the non-radiative nature of the homogeneous linewidth at all temperatures.
The inset plot is a zoomed in view that shows, on extrapolation, a residual radiative linewidth of 1.58 meV corresponding to Γ N R = 0. This is consistent with our calculated fundamental linewidth value of 1.54 ± 0.17 meV. Figure 3b illustrates the temperature induced variation in the self-consistently obtained Q resolved Γ R .
Temperature Dependence of Radiative Linewidth -Inside and Outside Light Cone
The corresponding values of the extracted Γ N R is shown in the legend. For reference, the limiting case of purely radiative linewidth at T = 0 K and Γ N R = 0 meV is shown in black. Γ R (Q) shows a strongly non-monotonic behavior with Q, reaching its maximum value at Q 0 . The color shades represent the different characteristic regions. Γ R (Q) is almost invariant for the most part of Q < Q 0 points within the light cone (white region). With an increase in temperature, Q 0 shifts towards Q = 0. This can be understood as a competition between two temperature dependent effects, namely a reduction in the optical bandgap (A 0 1s ) and an increase in Γ N R with T . This is schematically explained in Figure 3c for three different temperatures with 0 < T 1 < T 2 . For Q 0 < Q < Q 0 (green shade), owing to larger Γ N R at higher T , a larger fraction of the states lie below the light line, which manifests as a strong suppression in Γ R (Q). All the curves converge to a point Q 0 ≈ Q 0 (0), before diverging again in the blue region. Note that, the contribution of the state Q 0 (T ) remains 50% irrespective of temperature. For Q > Q 0 (blue region), Γ R (Q) experiences a significant increment at higher T as more excitonic states appear above the light line cQ, which are otherwise forbidden in the case of negligible broadening. The variation of Γ R (Q) as a function of temperature is explained in Supporting Note 2.
Non-Radiative Linewidth Broadening and its Fundamental Limit
The extracted Γ N R is plotted in Figure 4a (symbols) as a function of temperature. Such a strong temperature dependence is well described by exciton-phonon scattering processes [32, 41] . As the radiative emission process is a result of recombination of excitons Q ≈ 0, one usually assumes that only phonon absorption processes are allowed [42] . However, in the presence of large radiative broadening of the excitonic states, the low energy (close to zone-center) acoustic phonon emission process is allowed within the light cone, apart from the usual absorption processes of acoustic and optical phonons. Therefore, the temperature dependence of the induced non-radiative broadening is given by
Here N denotes the Bose occupation number given by N (Ω, T ) = (e At lower temperatures (T < 50 K), we observe a large deviation between the extracted Γ N R and the fitted line using Θ AP + Θ OP from equation 5. This residual broadening can originate from multiple non-radiative channels, such as excitation induced [for example, exciton-free carrier scattering [42, 43] and exciton-exciton scattering [32, 42, 43] ]and spin flip induced dephasing. The spin flipping time being on the order of nanosecond [44] can only provide a linewidth broadening of a few µeV and can be safely ignored. We also note that our measurements are performed at a low excitation density of N x < 9×10 8 cm -2 (an upper limit on the exciton density assuming 100% quantum yield). In addition, excitation induced broadening (∝ a 2 B E b N x where a B is the Bohr radius and E b is the binding energy) is suppressed in the case of the A 0 1s exciton for monolayer TMDs due to small a B (less than a nanometer). We estimate an overall linewidth broadening of only ∼ 2.4 µeV due to excitation induced broadening.
We understand the observed deviation at low temperature as the contribution of zero point energy of the acoustic phonons, as described by the first term (Θ 0 ) in equation 5. At low temperature, following the approach of Marini [45] , we obtain a quantitative expression for Γ N R given by Γ N R (T ) = α E 0 2k B + T , where E 0 is roughly equal to the broadening of the exciton band (derivation in Appendix B). On putting E 0 = 2(Γ hom,R + Γ N R (0)), we obtain the fundamental non-radiative linewidth at T = 0 K by
The low temperature regime is shown separately in Figure 4b 
CONCLUSION
In summary, we have investigated the principal factors that determine the fundamental limit of excitonic linewidth in monolayer TMDs -a class of systems that exhibit extremely short radiative spontaneous decay of strongly bound excitons. We have shown that the large broadening of the excitonic states due to the strong radiative dephasing must be incorporated in the light cone picture in a self-consistent way for accurate estimation of the emission linewidth. We have proposed a powerful technique to segregate the individual radiative and non-radiative components of the linewidth. This self-consistent approach sets a limit of 1.54 meV on the fundamental radiative linewidth. One striking observation of this limit is that the zero-point energy induced broadening, which determines the fundamental limit of the non-radiative broadening is extraordinarily large (∼ 0.27 meV) -a manifestation of the large radiative broadening that allows the acoustic phonon emission process at the ultra-low temperature regime. The results presented in this work are robust against the inhomogeneity of the sample as long as the factors that cause inhomogeneous broadening does not affect the homogeneous linewidth. The findings advance the microscopic understanding of light emission governed by tightly bound excitons in layered semiconductors and can pave way for novel optoelectronic device concepts, including exploitation of strong coupling regime of light-matter interaction.
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Supporting Information is available on exciton bandstructure calculation in MoSe 2 and effect of temperature on radiative broadening. 
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Appendix B
The temperature induced broadening of the exciton bands arising due to exciton-phonon scattering [45] is given by
The upper and the lower signs correspond to phonon emission and absorption processes respectively.
is the exciton-phonon coupling function. We consider contribution from only the lowermost conduction band and the topmost valence band for monolayer MoSe 2 .
where the summation runs for all the phonon modes and g,k = c,k − v,k .
We use the shorthand notation
, quantifying the coupling strength of excitons to phonon mode ν, ω ν at T. λ s (k, T ) is the BSE solution of the non-Hermition exciton Hamiltonian, the temperature dependence arising as a result of quasiparticle bands broadening due to electron phonon scattering. The exciton phonon scattering does not vanish even at T = 0 K, as N → 0, due to scattering via phonon emission process and induces finite zero point broadening in the exciton band.
In order to quantify Γ N R due to zone center acoustic phonon emission at low temperatures, we approximate for analytical purpose, that the coupling coefficient β ων (T ) is invariant with ω ν , T and replace β ων (T ) by β. On putting N ≈ k B T ω ν for the acoustic phonon modes at small temperatures, we get
c and E 0 = cq 0 . E 0 and q 0 is defined in Figure 6 , where E 0 is qualitatively of the same order as the broadening of the exciton band. N b quantifies the number of phonon branches and are taken to be contributing identically. A is the sample area. 
Supporting Note 1
We use an effective low energy Hamiltonian derived from a seven band model using Lowdin partitioning method [46] 
for calculating the energy dispersion for VB and CB in MoSe 2 around the high symmetry K(K ) point in the reciprocal space. It emulates the observed trigonal warping of the isoenergy contours and breaking of electron-hole symmetry around K in DFT calculations [47, 48] . The basis functions are composed of the predominant Mo d orbitals (d z 2 at the CB and d x 2 −y 2 , d xy at the VB) [49, 50] and include relatively smaller yet non-zero contributions from Se p orbitals [46, 47, 51] . We obtain the quasiparticle bandstructure of MoSe 2 and the electronic state in CB(VB) at k as the eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian matrix |c, k ( |v, k ).
The exciton state ket |χ(Q) at centre of mass momentum Q, is described as a coherent superposition of electron-hole pairs from all possible band pairs [52] |χ(Q) = v,c,k
The Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation is the eigenvalue equation for excitons in the quasiparticle electronhole basis. The Hamiltonian matrix element includes direct and exchange interaction components given by [52, 53] 
Here τ corresponds to the valley index, τ = τ (τ = −τ ) for excitons in the same (time reversal counterpart) valley. We neglect the intervalley and intravalley exchange interactions and obtain exciton band dispersion using direct interaction component for electron-hole pairs within a single valley τ . V is the intercation potential given by V q = 2πe 2 q(1 + r 0 q) , r 0 is the screening length depending on the dielectric environment.
The solution of BS equation is the exciton energy spectrum E s (Q) and the probability amplitude λ The momentum matrix element quantifying the electric dipole strength of optical transitions is obtained by [54] P vc,Q (k) = v, k|p|c, k + Q = m ( c (k + Q) − v (k)) v, k| ∂/∂k |c, k + Q
The quantity χ ex (Q) can be calculated using the following expression [48, 55] χ ex (Q) = d 2 k (2π) 2 P vc,Q (k).x λ (s)
We use the k.p Hamiltonian parameters derived using d orbital contribution from ref [49] for MoSe 2 .
The additional variables due to Lowdin approximation are the same as that for MoS 2 [47] . We verify an insignificant change in the final results due to deviation in the Lowdin parameters. The validity of this approximation also lies in relative atomic orbital contribution of chalcogen p and Mo d at the K(K ) point, which is almost similar for MoS 2 and MoSe 2 [56] . The error bar quantifies the deviation in the final results due to (a) ±5% variation Lowdin parameters and (b) effect of k-space sampling on the solutions of BSE [57] . Note that E 1s (0) was maintained at the experimental 1s peak position in all the cases by varying r 0 , in the interaction potential. The relative increment in Γ R is approximately 7.53 %, 27.32 % for states Q 1 , Q 2 (Q 1 < Q 2 < Q 0 )
respectively on changing the sample temperature from 5 K to 220 K. The enhanced increment for Q 2 as compared to Q 1 is due to the left-shift in Q 0 with temperature. On the other side of the light cone, as a result of increase in exciton contribution in the light cone due to Γ N R , the percentage change increases to 2 × 10 2 %, 1.33 × 10 3 % for Q 3 , Q 4 (Q 4 > Q 3 > Q 0 ) respectively. The relative change is large for Q states near to Q 0 and outside of it a little, whereas the points lying inside are mostly unaffected as their exciton contribution isn't changed much by the lower bound energy line cQ.
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